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Abstract
In this article, we prove that all completely multiplicative automatic sequences (an)n∈N
defined on C, vanishing or not, can be written in the form an = bnχn, where (bn)n∈N is an
almost constant sequence, and (χn)n∈N is a Dirichlet character.
1 Introduction
In this article, we describe the decomposition of completely multiplicative automatic se-
quences, which will be referred to as CMAS. In article [SP11], the author proves that a non-
vanishing CMAS is almost periodic (defined in [SP11]). In article [AG18], the authors give a for-
mal expression of all non-vanishing CMAS and also some examples in the vanishing case (named
mock characters). In article [Hu17], the author studies completely multiplicative sequences,
which will be referred to as CMS, taking values on a general field, that have finitely many prime
numbers p such that ap 6= 1; she proves that such CMS have complexity pa(n) = O(n
k), where
k = # {p|p ∈ P, ap 6= 1, 0}. In this article, we prove that all completely multiplicative sequences
(an)n∈N defined on C, vanishing or not, can be written in the form an = bnχn, where (bn)n∈N
is an almost constant sequence, and (χn)n∈N is a Dirichlet character.
Let us consider a CMAS (an)n∈N defined on C. We first prove that all CMAS are mock
characters (defined in [AG18]) with an exceptional case. Second, we study the CMAS satisfying
the condition C : ∑
p|ap 6=1,p∈P
1
p
<∞,
where P is the set of prime numbers. We prove that in this case, there is at most one prime p such
that ap 6= 1 or 0. In the third part, we prove that all CMAS are either Dirichlet-like sequences or
strongly aperiodic sequences. Finally, we conclude by proving that a strongly aperiodic sequence
cannot be automatic.
2 Definitions, notation and basic propositions
Let us recall the definition of automatic sequences and complete multiplicativity:
Definition Let (an)n∈N be an infinite sequence and k ≥ 2 be an integer; we say that this
sequence is k-automatic if there is a finite set of sequences containing (an)n∈N and closed under
the maps
an → akn+i, i = 0, 1, ...k − 1.
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There is another definition of a k-automatic sequence (an)n∈N via an automaton. An au-
tomaton is an oriented graph with one state distinguished as the initial state, and, for each
state, there are exactly k edges pointing from this state to other states; these edges are labeled
as 0, 1, ..., k − 1. There is an output function f , which maps the set of states to a set U . For
an arbitrary n ∈ N, the n-th element of the automatic sequence can be computed as follows:
writing the k-ary expansion of n, start from the initial state and move from one state to another
by taking the edge read in the k-ary expansion one by one until stopping on some state. The
value of an is the evaluation of f on the stopping state. If we read the expansion from right to
left, then we call this automaton a reverse automaton of the sequence; otherwise, it is called a
direct automaton.
In this article, all automata considered are direct automata.
Definition We define a subword1 of a sequence as a finite length string of the sequence. We let
wl denote a subword of length l.
Definition Let (an)n∈N be an infinite sequence. We say that this sequence is completely mul-
tiplicative if, for any p, q ∈ N, we have apaq = apq.
It is easy to see that a CMAS can only take finitely many values, either 0 or a k-th root of
unity (see, for example, Lemma 1 [SP11]).
Definition Let (an)n∈N be a CMS. We say that ap is a prime factor of (an)n∈N if p is a prime
number and ap 6= 1. Moreover, we say that ap is a non-trivial factor if ap 6= 0, and we say that
ap is a 0-factor if ap = 0. We say that a sequence (an)n∈N is generated by ap1 , ap2 , ... if and only
if ap1 , ap2 , ... are the only prime factors of the sequence.
Definition We say that a sequence is an almost-0 sequence if there is only one non-trivial factor
ap and aq = 0 for all primes q 6= p.
Proposition 1 Let (an)n∈N be a k-CMAS and q be the number of states of a direct automaton
generating (an)n∈N; then, for anym, y ∈ N, we have equality between the sets
{
an|mk
q! ≤ n < (m+ 1)kq!
}
={
an|mk
yq! ≤ n < (m+ 1)kyq!
}
.
Proof In article [SP11] (Lemma 3 and Theorem 1), the author proves that, in an automaton,
every state that can be reached from a specific state, say, s, with q! steps, can be reached with
yq! steps for every y ≥ 1; conversely, if a state can be reached with yq! steps for some y ≥ 1,
then it can already be reached with q! steps. This proves the proposition.
Let us consider a CMS (an)n∈N taking values in a finite Abelian group G. We define
E =

g|g ∈ G,
∑
ap=g,p∈P
1
p
=∞


and G1 as the subgroup of G generated by E.
1 What we call a subword here is also called a factor in the literature; however, we use factor with a different
meaning.
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Definition We say that an element ζ of a sequence (an)n∈N has a natural density if and only if
limN→∞
♯{n|an=ζ,0≤n≤N}
N+1 exists, and we say that the sequence (an)n∈N has a mean value if and
only if limN→∞
∑N
n=0 an
N+1 exists.
Proposition 2 Let (an)n∈N be a CMS taking values in a finite Abelian group G; then, for all
elements g ∈ G, the sequence a−1(g) = {n : an = g} has a non-zero natural density. Furthermore,
this density depends only on the coset rG1 in which the element g lies. The statement is still
true in the case that G is a semi-group generated by a finite group and 0 under the condition that
there are finitely many primes p such that ap = 0.
Proof When G is an Abelian group, the proposition is proved in Theorem 3.10, [Ruz77], and
when G is a semi-group, Theorem 7.3, [Ruz77] shows that all elements in G have a natural
density. To conclude the proof, it is sufficient to consider the following fact: let f0 be a CMS
such that there exists a prime p with ap = 0, and let f1 be another CMS such that
f1(q) =
{
f0(q) if q ∈ P, q 6= p
1 otherwise,
If d0(g) and d1(g) denote the natural density of g in the sequence (f0(n))n∈n and (f1(n))n∈N,
respectively, then we have the equality
d1(g) = d0(g) +
1
p
d0(g) +
1
p2
d0(g)... =
p
p− 1
d0(g).
Doing this repeatedly until we obtain a non-vanishing sequence, we can conclude the proof by
the first part of the proposition.
3 Finiteness of the numbers of 0-factors
In this section, we will prove that a CMAS is either a mock character, which means that
it has only finitely many 0-factors, or an almost-0 sequence, that is, am = 0 for all m that are
not a power of p, and apk = δ
k for some δ, where δ is a root of unity or 0 and p is a prime number.
Proposition 3 Let (an)n∈N be a p-CMAS; then, it is either a mock character or an almost-0
sequence.
Proof If (an)n∈N is not a mock character, then it contains infinitely many 0-factors. Here, we
prove that, in this case, if there is some am 6= 0, then m must be a power of p, and p must be a
prime number. Let us suppose that there are q states of the automaton generating the sequence.
As there are infinitely many 0-factors, it is easy to find a subword of length p2q! such that all its
elements are 0:
This is equivalent to finding some m ∈ N and p2q! 0-factors, say, ap1 , ap2 , ..., app2q! , such that

m ≡ 0 (mod p1)
m+ 1 ≡ 0 (mod p2)
m+ 2 ≡ 0 (mod p3)
...
m+ p2q! − 1 ≡ 0 (mod pp2q!)
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Ifm is a solution of the above system, then the subword amam+1...am+p2q!−1 is all 0’s. Therefore,
there exists an m′ such that m ≤ m′pq! < (m′ + 1)pq! ≤ m+ p2q!. Because of Proposition 1, for
any y ∈ N, ak = 0 for all k such that m
′pyq! ≤ k < (m′ + 1)pyq!. Taking an arbitrary prime
r, if r and p are not multiplicatively dependent, then ar = 0 because there exists a power of r
satisfying m′pyq! ≤ rt < (m′ + 1)pyq!. This inequality holds because we can find some integer t
and y such that
logpm
′ ≤ t logp r − yq! < logp(m
′ + 1).
The above argument shows that if (an)n∈N is not a sequence such that am = 0 for all m > 1,
then p must be a power of a prime number p′. Otherwise, as p is not multiplicatively dependent
with any prime numbers, am = 0 for all m > 1. Furthermore, the sequence (an)n∈N can have
at most one non-zero prime factor, and if it exists, it should be ap′ . Using automaticity, we can
replace p′ with p.
4 CMAS satisfying condition C
From this section, we consider only the CMAS with finitely many 0-factors.
In this section, we prove that all CMAS satisfying C can have at most one non-trivial factor,
and we do this in several steps.
Proposition 4 Let (an)n∈N be a non-vanishing CMS taking values in the set G = {ζ
r |r ∈ N},
where ζ is a non-trivial k-th root of unity, having u prime factors ap1 , ap2 , ...apu ; then, there
exist g ∈ G (where ap1 = g) and a subword wu appearing periodically in the sequence (an)n∈N
such that all its letters are different from g. Furthermore, the period does not have any other
prime factor other than p1, p2, ..., pu. What we mean by “a word wu appears periodically in the
sequence (an)n∈N” is that there exist two integers m, l such that for all integers n ∈ N we have
amn+lamn+l+1...amn+l+u−1 = wu, and we call m the period.
Proof The proof is by induction on u. For u = 1, the above statement is trivial. It is easy to
check that the sequence (anpk+11 +pk1
)n∈N is all 1’s, the period is p
k+1
1 , and g = ap1 .
Supposing that the statement is true for some u = n0, let us consider the case u = n0+1. We
first consider the sequence (a′n)n∈N defined as a
′
n = a n
p
vpn0+1
(n)
n0+1
, a sequence having n0 prime fac-
tors, where vp(n) denotes the largest integer r such that p
r|n. Using the hypothesis of induction,
we obtain a subword wn0 and two integers mn0 , ln0 satisfying the statement, that is to say, for
all integers n ∈ N, we have a′mn0n+ln0
a′mn0n+ln0+1
...a′mn0n+ln0+n0−1
= wn0 , furthermore, mn0
does not have any other prime factor other than p1, p2, ..., pn0 . We can extract from the sequence
(a′mn0n+ln0
)n∈N a sequence of the form (a
′
mn′0
n+ln0
)n∈N such that mn′0 = mn0
∏n0
j=1 p
dj
j for some
dj ∈ N
+ and vpj (mn′0n + ln0 + n0) = vpj (ln0 + n0) for all j ≤ n0. In this case, the sequence
(a′mn′
0
n+ln0+n0
)n∈N is a constant sequence, say, all letters equal C.
Here, we consider two residue classes N1(n) and N2(n), separately satisfying the following
conditions:
mn′0N1(n) ≡ −ln0 − n0 mod pn0+1
mn′0N1(n) 6≡ −ln0 − n0 mod p
2
n0+1
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and
mn′0N2(n) ≡ −ln0 − n0 mod p
2
n0+1
mn′0N2(n) 6≡ −ln0 − n0 mod p
3
n0+1
In these two cases, we have am
n
′
0
N1(n)+ln0+n0
= Capn0+1 and amn′0
N2(n)+ln0+n0
= Ca2pn0+1
for all n ∈ N. Because apn0+1 6= 1, there is at least one element of Capn0+1 , Ca
2
pn0+1
not
equal to g. If Ni(n) is the associated residue class, then let us write down this residue class as
Ni(n) = p
i+1
n0+1
n+ t for all integers n with t ∈ N, i = 1 or 2.
Now, let us choose mn0+1 = mn′0p
i+1
n0+1
and ln0+1 = ln0 + tmn′0 so that the sequence
(a′mn0+1n+ln0+1
)n∈N is a subsequence of (a
′
mn0n+ln0
)n∈N; thus, from the hypothesis of induc-
tion, all subwords of (a′n)n∈N of length n0 beginning at positionsmn0+1n+ln0+1 for n ∈ N are the
same, in other words, there exists a word wn0 such that a
′
mn0+1n+ln0+1
a′mn0+1n+ln0+1+1
...a′mn0+1n+ln0+1+n0−1
=
wn0 for all n ∈ N, and none of its letters equal g. Furthermore, amn0+1n+ln0+1+n0 = am′n0Ni(n)+ln0+n0
is constant and different from g because of the choice of residue class. Now let us check that, for all
j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ n0−1, pn0+1 ∤ mn0+1n+ ln0+1+j. It is from the fact that pn0+1|mn′0Ni(n)+
ln0 +n0 and mn′0Ni(n)+ ln0+n0−pn0+1 = mn0+1n+ ln0+1+n0−pn0+1 < mn0+1n+ ln0+1+j for
all j such that 0 ≤ j ≤ n0−1, the last inequality is from the fact that pn0+1 > n0+1. Therefore,
we conclude that, for all n, j ∈ N such that 0 ≤ j ≤ n0−1, vpn0+1(mn0+1n+ ln0+1+ j) = 0. This
means that all subwords of form amn0+1n+ln0+1amn0+1n+ln0+1+1...amn0+1n+ln0+1+n0 with n ∈ N
are the same and of length n0 + 1 and that none of its letters equals g; moreover, mn0+1 does
not have any prime factor other than p1, p2, ..., pn0+1.
Proposition 5 Let (an)n∈N be a non-vanishing CMS defined on a finite set G satisfying condi-
tion C, and let (a′n)n∈N be another CMS generated by the first r prime factors of (an)n∈N, say,
ap1 , ap2 , ..., apr . If there is a subword wr appearing periodically in (a
′
n)n∈N and if the period does
not have any prime factors other than p1, p2, ..., pr, then this subword appears at least once in
(an)n∈N.
Proof Let us denote by p1, p2... the sequence of prime numbers such that api 6= 1. Because of the
hypothesis, there are some integers mr, lr ∈ N such that all subwords of the sequence (a
′
n)n∈N,
of length r and beginning at positions mrn + lr equal wr, for all n ∈ N, furthermore, mr does
not have any prime factors other than p1, p2, ..., pr. Thus, the total number of occurrences of
such subwords in the sequence (an)n∈N can be bounded by the inequality:
# {ak|k ≤ n, ak, ak+1, ..., ak+r−1 = wr} ≥ #
{
ak|k ≤ n, k = mrk
′ + lr, k
′ ∈ N; pi ∤ k + j, ∀(i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, i > r
}
.
(1)
This inequality holds because at the right-hand side, we count only a part of occurrences of wr,
namely those beginning at some position mrn+ lr.
Let us consider the sequence defined as N(t) =
∏t
j=1 pr+j ; we have
#
{
ak|k ≤ N(t)mr + lr, k = mrk
′
+ lr, k
′
∈ N; pi ∤ k + j, ∀(i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, r < i ≤ r + t
}
=
t∏
j=1
(pr+j − r)
(2)
This equality holds because of the Chinese reminder theorem and the fact that pr+j ∤ mr and
pr+j > r for all j ≥ 1.
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Therefore, we have
#
{
ak|k ≤ N(t)mr + lr, k = mrk
′
+ lr, k
′
∈ N; pi ∤ k + j, ∀(i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, i > r
}
>#
{
ak|k ≤ N(t)mr + lr, k = mrk
′
+ lr, k
′
∈ N; pi ∤ k + j, ∀(i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, r < i ≤ r + t
}
−#
{
ak|k ≤ N(t)mr + lr, k = mrk
′
+ lr, k
′
∈ N; pi | k + j, ∀(i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, i > r + t
}
>#
{
ak|k ≤ N(t)mr + lr, k = mrk
′
+ lr, k
′
∈ N; pi ∤ k + j, ∀(i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, r < i ≤ r + t
}
−
∑
i>r+t
#
{
ak|k ≤ N(t)mr + lr, k = mrk
′
+ lr, k
′
∈ N; pi | k + j, ∀j with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1
}
>
t∏
j=1
(pr+j − r) − r
∑
i>r+t,pi<N(t)+r
⌈
N(t)
pi
⌉
>
t∏
j=1
(pr+j − r) − r
∑
i>r+t,pi<N(t)+r
N(t)
pi
− rπ(N(t) + r).
(3)
where ⌈a⌉ represents the smallest integer larger than a and π is the prime counting function.
However,
t∏
j=1
(pr+j − r) =
t∏
j=1
pr+j − r
pr+j
N(t) ≥
∞∏
j=1
pr+j − r
pr+j
N(t). (4)
The last formula can be approximated as
∏∞
j=1
pr+j−r
pr+j
= exp(
∑∞
j=1 log(
pr+j−r
pr+j
)) = exp(−Θ(
∑∞
j=1
r
pr+j
)),
and the last equality holds because log(1 − x) ∼ x when x is small. Because of C, the above
quantity does not diverge to 0; we conclude that, if t is sufficiently large, there exists a c with
0 < c < 1 such that
∏t
j=1(pr+j − r) > cN(t).
On the other hand, we remark that for all i > r+ t, pti >
∏t
j=1 pr+j = N(t); thus, pi > N(t)
1
t
and
∑
i>r+t,pi<N(t)+r
N(t)
pi
< N(t)
∑
N(t)
1
t <p<N(t)+r
1
p
. (5)
The term N(t)
1
t can be bounded by
N(t)
1
t = (
t∏
j=1
pr+j)
1
t ≥
t∑t
j=1
1
pr+j
>
t∑t
j=1
1
qj
. (6)
where qj is the j-th prime number in N. The first inequality is a consequence of the inequal-
ity of arithmetic and geometric means, which states that, for any n positive numbers, say
a1, a2, ..., an, we have
a1+a2+...+an
n
≥ (a1a2...an)
1
n . For any x ∈ N, # {pi|pi ≤ x} ∼
x
log(x)
and
∑
pi≤x
1
pi
∼ log log(x); thus, N(t)
1
t tends to infinity when t tends to infinity. Because of C,
we can conclude that there exists some t0 ∈ N such that, for all t > t0,
∑
N(t)
1
t <p<N(t)+r
1
p
< 12r c.
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To conclude, for all t > t0,
# {ak|k ≤ N(t)mr + lr, k = mrk
′ + lr, k
′ ∈ N; k + j ∤ pi, ∀(i, j) with 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, ∀i > r}
>
t∏
j=1
(pr+j − r)− r
∑
k>r+t
N(t)
pk
− rπ(N(t) + r)
>cN(t)−
1
2
cN(t)− rπ(N(t) + r).
(7)
When t tends to infinity, the set # {ak|k ≤ n, ak, ak+1, ..., ak+r−1 = wr} is not empty.
Proposition 6 Let (an)n∈N be a p-CMAS, vanishing or not, satisfying condition C. Then,
there exists at most one prime number k such that ak 6= 1 or 0.
Proof Suppose that the sequence (an)n∈N has infinitely many prime factors not equal to 0 or
1. Let us consider first the sequence (a′n)n∈N defined as follows:
a′n = a n∏
pi∈Z
p
vpi
(n)
i
,
where Z = {p|p ∈ P, ap = 0}; because of Proposition 3, this set is finite.
Using Propositions 4 and 5, there exists a subword of length p2q!, say, vp2q! , appearing in
(a′n)n∈N such that none of its letters equal g = a
′
p1
= ap1 , where q is the number of states of the
automaton generating (an)n∈N. Then, by construction, there is a subword of the same length,
say, wp2q! , appearing at the same position in the sequence (an)n∈N such that none of its letters
equal g. Extracting a subword w′pq! contained in wp2q! of the form aupq!aupq!+1...a(u+1)pq!−1 for
some u ∈ N and using Proposition 1, we have, for every y such that y ≥ 1 and every m such
that 0 ≤ m ≤ pyq! − 1, aupyq!+m 6= g. In particular,
lim
y→∞
1
pyq!
#
{
as = g|up
yq! ≤ s < (u + 1)pyq! − 1
}
= 0.
which contradicts the fact that g has a non-zero natural density proved by Proposition 2.
Therefore, we have proven that the sequence (an)n∈N must have finitely many prime factors.
However, Corollary 2 of [Hu17] proves that, in this case, the sequence (an)n∈N can have at most
one prime k such that ak 6= 1 or 0.
5 Classification of CMAS
In this section, we will prove that a CMAS is either strongly aperiodic or a Dirichlet-like
sequence.
Definition A sequence (an)n∈N is said to be aperiodic if and only if, for any pair of integers
(s, r), we have
lim
N→∞
∑N
i=0 asi+r
N
= 0.
Definition Let M be the set of completely multiplicative functions. Let D : M×M×N →
[0,∞] be given by
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D(f, g,N)2 =
∑
p∈P∩[N ]
1−Re(f(p)g(p))
p
and M :M×N→ [0,∞) be given by
M(f,N) = min
|t|≤N
D(f, nit, N)2
A sequence (an)n∈N is said to be strongly aperiodic if and only if M(fχ,N) → ∞ as N → ∞
for every Dirichlet character χ.
Definition A sequence (an)n∈N is said to be (trivial) Dirichlet-like if and only if there exists
a (trivial) Dirichlet character X(n)n∈N such that there exists at most one prime number p
satisfying ap 6= X(p).
Proposition 7 Let (an)n∈N be a CMAS; then, either there exists a Dirichlet character (X(n))n∈N
such that the sequence (anX(n))n∈N is a trivial Dirichlet-like character or it is strongly aperiodic.
Proof First, it is easy to check that there is an integer r such that ap is the r-th root of unity for
all but finitely many primes p (see Lemma 1 [SP11]). If (an)n∈N is not strongly aperiodic, then
because of Proposition 6.1 in [Fra18], there exists a Dirichlet character (X(n))n∈N such that
lim
N→∞
D(a,X,N) <∞(∗).
However, the sequence (anX(n))n∈N is also CMAS and satisfies condition C; the last fact is from
(∗). Because of Proposition 6, (anX(n))n∈N is a trivial Dirichlet-like character.
Proposition 8 Let (an)n∈N be a CMAS and Xt(n)n∈N be a Dirichlet character (mod t). If the
sequence (anXt(n))n∈N is the trivial Dirichlet-like character (mod t), then (an)n∈N is either a
Dirichlet character (mod t) or a Dirichlet-like character an = ǫ
vp(n)X( n
pvp(n)
), where p is a prime
divisor of t and ǫ is a root of unity.
Proof Let (an)n∈N be a CMAS satisfying the above hypothesis; then, all possibilities for such
(an)n∈N are the sequences of the form
an =
m∏
i=1
ǫ
vpi (n)
i X
(
n∏m
i=1 p
vpi (n)
i
)
,
for each n, where ǫi are all non-zero complex numbers and pi are all prime factors of t.
Let us consider the Dirichlet sequence f(s) associated with the sequence (an)n∈N, which can
be written as
f(s) = L(s,Xt)
m∏
i=1
1− 1
ps
i
1−
api
ps
i
.
Therefore, all the poles of f(s) can be found on
s =
log api + 2imπ
log pi
,
for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ m and n ∈ N.
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However, if (an)n∈N is a k-automatic sequence for some integer k, then the poles should be
located at points
s =
logλ
log k
+
2imπ
log k
− l + 1,
where λ is any eigenvalue of a certain matrix defined from the sequence (χn)n∈N, and m ∈ Z, l ∈
N, and log is a branch of the complex logarithm [AFP00]. By comparing the two sets of possible
locations of poles for the same function, we can see that there is at most one api 6= 0.
6 Conclusion
In this section, we conclude this article by proving that strongly aperiodic CMAS do not
exist. To do so, we define the block complexity of sequences.
Definition Let (an)n∈N be a sequence. The block complexity of (an)n∈N is a sequence, which
will be denoted by (p(k))k∈N, such that p(k) is the number of subwords of length k that occur
(as consecutive values) in (an)n∈N
Proposition 9 If (an)n∈N is a CMAS, then it is not strongly aperiodic.
Proof From Theorem 2 in ([FH19]) and the following remark, the block complexity of the
sequence (an)n∈N should satisfy the property that limn→∞
p(n)
n
=∞, which contradicts the fact
that the block complexity of an automatic sequence is bounded by a linear function [Cob72].
Therefore, the non-existence of strongly aperiodic CMAS is proved.
Theorem 1 Let (an)n∈N be a CMAS; then, it can be written in the following form:
-either there is at most one prime p such that ap 6= 0 and aq = 0 for all other primes q
-or an = ǫ
vp(n)X( n
pvp(n)
), where (X(n))n∈N is a Dirichlet character.
7 Acknowledgement
We found some results in the recent literature on similar topics that have applications to
the classification of CMAS. In [LM18], the authors proved that all continuous observables in a
substitutional dynamical system (Xθ, S) are orthogonal to any bounded, aperiodic, multiplicative
function, where θ represents a primitive uniform substitution and S is the shift operator. As an
application, all multiplicative and automatic sequences produced by primitive automata are Weyl
rationally almost periodic. We remark that a sequence (bn)n∈N is called Weyl rationally almost
periodic if it can be approximated by periodic sequences over same alphabet in the pseudo-metric
dW (a, b) = lim sup
N→∞
sup
l≥1
1
N
| {l ≤ n < l +N : a(n) 6= b(n)} |.
In [KM17], the authors considered general multiplicative functions with the condition
lim infN→∞ |bn+1−bn| > 0. They proved that if (bn)n∈N is a completely multiplicative sequence,
then most primes, at a fixed power, give the same values as a Dirichlet character.
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